
 

This is a story of how a guy, who had never previously heard of the word "torrent", found his way to download Mirchi – It's Hot in tamil dubbed torrents without any clue about what he was doing. Mirchi – It's Hot in tamil dubbed torrents probably has some brilliant scenes and some amazing dialogues which left the guy not just enthralled but also repeatedly asking himself, "What am I watching?"
after every episode. The guy also labelled the series "insanity", and would go on to repeat it in all possible formats, including standalone direct downloads and parallel downloads. This is the story of a guy who got himself fired over a couple of minutes. He spent 2 months trying to put this great show on the world wide web. He must have spent more than $400 trying to put it up. It finally appeared live
in the public domain in the hands of individuals and in several places but he still wasn't satisfied and still continued his efforts in making it available online for everyone, even after taking up an entire day's time consuming work repeatedly. The show was later offered for download at 4shared. com, but the person who made the torrent didn't put it there for copyright reasons, and 4shared shut down the
account of Mirchi-It's Hot and other torrent sites also deleted the links and mirrors were taken down. The show was later mirrored at The Pirate Bay. However, after a long time without any updates, The Pirate Bay deleted all links to the show and removed it from their search engine.

The show originally aired on Channel [V] from 20 October 2001 to 11 January 2002. After Channel [V] went into oblivion, the show was picked up by Sony Entertainment Television (SET). It ran on SET from 26 January 2002 to 1 March 2004. It was later dubbed into Tamil language by A. R. Rahman and got a release on the same day of the release date of the Tamil version of "Devdas" which also
aired on SET from 15 November 2002 to 5 January 2003. It was later released again on 9 March 2004 on SET titled as "Nenjam Pesuthe". The show was eventually released for online downloading, first on 4shared and then later at The Pirate Bay where it is still available today. 

The show was remade in Hindi as "Mirchi" (2003) by Sajid Khan and produced by Jaideep Sahni. The show starred Farhan Akhtar, Ayesha Takia, Surveen Chawla, Mallika Sherawat and Anupam Kher. The title of the Hindi version was translated as "Thanks for the Memories". This version has the same actors but different cast members to reflect the change in cast members. It originally aired on
Sony Entertainment Television from 19 January 2003 to 11 December 2003.

The show was remade in Telugu as "Mirchi", directed By Suresh Krishna, produced by GV Prakash Raju under GV Production banner.
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